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McCreadie Group Expands Research Pharmacy Team with Hires from
Leading Research Institutions.
Ann Arbor-based pharmacy software solutions company expands its staff to
support the growing research pharmacy business unit, further deepening its
Investigational Drug Service (IDS) expertise.
January 22, 2019 – ANN ARBOR, MI - McCreadie Group, Inc., a privately held pharmacy software
solutions provider headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan, is pleased to announce the hire of
Richard (Rick) Malone, Pharm.D., MHA, from Vanderbilt University to the position of Business
Development Executive and Rachael Aletti, Pharm.D., from New York Presbyterian to the position
of Senior Account Manager. Both positions have been created to support the growing research
pharmacy division at McCreadie Group.
Malone will focus on further growing and expanding McCreadie Group’s research product
division identifying new business opportunities. Malone is a licensed pharmacist with over 24
years of clinical, operational, and administrative experience. He has worked in non-profit and
corporate settings in various roles ranging from Critical Care Clinical Specialist to CEO. He spent
eight years as Program Director for the Investigational Drug Service at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center prior to joining McCreadie Group.
Aletti’s focus will be serving our research pharmacy clients, helping them optimize their use of
Vestigo and identifying market needs to inform future software development. Aletti is a licensed
pharmacist with over 10 years of experience in both community and hospital settings. She has
served as an investigational drug pharmacist at two major academic medical centers. She earned
her Pharm.D. from the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and completed a pharmacy practice
residency at Montefiore Medical Center in New York prior to joining McCreadie Group.
“We’re thrilled to have Rick and Rachael join our growing company. Their IDS expertise will bring
additional experience to our already strong research division and help position us for the next
stage of growth and innovation in the research pharmacy market,” stated Elena Stegemann,
COO.
About McCreadie Group
The McCreadie Group, Inc. was founded in 2004 to provide software solutions for pharmacy
applications in healthcare, research and educational settings. McCreadie Group’s goal is to drive
improvements in quality, efficiency, safety and compliance in the pharmacy profession by
delivering innovative software and consultative support. To learn more about McCreadie Group
and its products, visit www.mccreadiegroup.com.
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